*To the Editor*:

We had the pleasure of discussing Romagnoli and colleagues' recent publication, "Poor Concordance between Sequential Transbronchial Lung Cryobiopsy and Surgical Lung Biopsy in the Diagnosis of Diffuse Interstitial Lung Diseases" ([@bib1]), at our Twitter-based journal club (\@RespandSleepJC, \#rsjc) on April 25, 2019. Although previous studies have demonstrated a diagnostic yield of transbronchial lung cryobiopsy (TBLC) for the diagnosis of interstitial lung disease (ILD) of 80% or higher ([@bib2]), this study was the first of its kind to examine the concordance between TBLC and surgical lung biopsy (SLB) performed sequentially in the same patients. The results were disappointing, with histopathologic diagnoses from both biopsy techniques being concordant in only 8 of 21 cases. Our discussants raised several interesting points both in person and online.

Some of our participants expressed apprehension about the rapid uptake of TBLC despite insufficient evidence, noting that many may be confusing diagnostic yield with diagnostic accuracy. The fact that TBLC has essentially replaced SLB in the European IPF Registry since 2016 was cause for concern ([@bib3]).

Other participants believed it was difficult to draw any conclusions from the trial, noting that it may have been underpowered to achieve its primary objective ([@bib4]). Furthermore, many commented on the loss of external validity that comes with the use of a blinded pathologist providing a single preferred diagnosis. Agreement between blinded pathologists interpreting lung histopathology is known to be low ([@bib5]) and not representative of real-world practice. Although it was not explicitly discussed in the article, it is noteworthy that diagnostic concordance between the routine pathology samples reported locally at each institution (presumably with access to clinical information as well as both TBLC and SLB specimens) and the final diagnosis made at the second multidisciplinary assessment (MDA2) occurred in 17 of 21 cases. This is better than the concordance observed between both blinded SLB and MDA2 (13/21 cases) and TBLC and MDA2 (10/21 cases). Although the additional tissue that local pathologists would have had may be responsible for this difference, we wondered if access to clinical information may have been the major driver.

Finally, if an MDA meeting is taken as the gold standard for ILD diagnosis, both blinded SLB and TBLC performed poorly, and the difference in concordance between pathology specimens and MDA2 (13/21 cases for SLB vs. 10/21 cases for TBLC) did not appear dramatic. Given the potential morbidity associated with either biopsy approach, many questioned whether lung biopsy of any kind truly leads to meaningful improvements in clinical outcomes in ILD ([@bib6], [@bib7]).

In conclusion, we commend the authors for their well-done study, and acknowledge our ongoing confusion about the utility of lung histology for ILD diagnosis. Despite the poor concordance between TBLC and SLB, we hope cryobiopsy remains an area of study, as this paper has not completely "cooled off" our interest in this new and less invasive diagnostic technique.
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